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Chapter 3781 

Marven asked him, “Have the sales channels in the United States been opened? After all, JX Stomach 

Powder is an oral medicine, so we certainly can’t sell it on our own, right?” 

 

“Right.” Liang explained: “Anything that is defined as a drug must be sold through compliant pharmacy 

channels, so we will first store in the United States Walgreens drugstore chain, which has more than 

8,000 stores in the United States, and is the highest sales chain in the country.” 

 

“I have also talked to their director when the time is right, they will give a major position in the major 

pharmacies to our Stomach Powder,” 

 

“First through their channels to promote the JX Stomach Powder, so the brand it up, the follow-up of 

our health products, and start building their own direct channels.” 

 

Marven asked him, “Does this chain of pharmacies approve of traditional Chinese medicine?” 

 

“They do.” Liang laughed: “Their boss himself is obsessed with cupping, acupuncture, before wanting to 

introduce hemorrhoid suppositories into the U.S. market,” 

 

“But the FDA did not approve, we produced the JX Stomach Powder, he has long since begun to take it 

on the recommendation of friends.” 

 

“He was first using our competitor’s med, then they ceased to exist, he was not much satisfied with it as 

it just helps to address the symptoms not taking on the root causes.” 

 

“But after starting to use ours he has improved a lot and thus is very enthusiastic about it.” 

 

“Good.” Marven nodded and spoke, “In that case, then hurry up and push this thing to the ground.” 

 

Liang was busy saying, “Master Ye …… Oh no Director Ye, I think we can start registering an enterprise in 

the United States in advance and invest in another production line,” 

 

“After all, the North American market is very large, and with a production line, the comprehensive cost 

can be reduced a lot, and in this way, the tariff can also be saved.” 

 

Marven waved his hand: “There is no need, so that the tariff is lowered, but everywhere to be subject to 

the constraints of the U.S. Federal, may not be a good thing, and even if the production of drugs do not 

have to pay tariffs,” 

 



“The import of raw materials for those medicines are also subject to tariffs, combined, may not be able 

to save much, I think it is better to use the JX Renewing pill to negotiate with them,” 

 

“Asking them to give I think it is better to negotiate with them with the JX Renewing Pill and ask them to 

exempt all the medicines of JX Pharmaceutical from tariffs.” 

 

Liang’s jaw dropped as he listened and said, “Is this …… feasible ……” 

 

Marven said seriously: “Absolutely feasible, do not believe that we will test Smith, if I do not estimate 

wrongly, his current backing, should be the White House.” 

 

“The White House?!” Liang exclaimed: “Could it be that they have an idea for the JX Renewing Pills?” 

 

Marven laughed: “This kind of medicine, once they know about it, it’s strange if they don’t have ideas.” 

 

Saying that, Marven instructed him: “In a moment, you only need to end up with the momentum, I will 

talk to him about the rest.” 

 

Liang hurriedly nodded respectfully, “Okay, no problem!” 

 

…… 

 

Twelve-twenty. 

 

Smith, led by Orvel’s man, arrived at the diamond box of the Tianxiang Mansion. 

 

When he entered the Tianxiang Mansion, he was relieved to see Liang, Orvel and Marven. 

 

He did not know Marven, nor did he know what identity he has, but as long as he saw Liang here, he 

could put down half of his hanging heart. 

 

Thinking of his wife’s instructions, he knelt directly on the ground as soon as he entered, and said to 

Liang with a face of shame: 

 

“Mr. Wei! Everything before was my fault! I apologize to you!” 

 

After saying that, as soon as he bent down, he kowtowed to Liang. 

 

Liang was a little stunned by his hand, said awkwardly: “Mr. Smith, what are you doing ……” 

 

Smith confessed: “Before I was unaware, offended you, also ridiculed JX Renewing pill this divine 

medicine, I deep inside have incomparable guilt, so I hope you can forgive me before the offense!” 



 

Liang helplessly said, “Okay, okay, that matter is turned over for now, you should sit down and let’s talk 

about business.” 

 

Only then Smith thankfully stood up and sat down on the empty seat reserved for him in advance. 
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Liang introduced Marven to him and said, “Mr. Smith, let me introduce to you, this is Mr. Ye, the 

operations director of JX Pharmaceuticals, he is in charge of the operation strategy of the company.” 

 

Smith surprised to look at Marven, panicked and stood up again, nodded and bowed, “Hello Mr. Ye! I’m 

James Smith, the head of FDA.” 

 

Marven nodded slightly and said with a smile, “Hello Mr. Smith, welcome to Wrestvel.” 

 

Smith made a few polite remarks before sitting back down again. 

 

As soon as he sat down, he got straight to the point and said, “Mr. Wei, your company’s JX Renewing 

Pills, the effect is really amazing, this is definitely the most important breakthrough in the field of 

medicine in this century,” 

 

“There is no other near it! Therefore, I sincerely hope that you can put this drug into the U.S. market as 

soon as possible, when the FDA will definitely provide all the facilities for JX Pharmaceutical!” 

 

Liang nodded and said to him, “About this matter, you can talk to Director Ye in detail, I fully respect his 

opinion.” 

 

Smith hurriedly said to Marven, “Mr. Ye, I wonder what is your opinion about it?” 

 

Marven smiled and spoke, “It’s not impossible to let JX Renewing Pills be listed in the United States, but 

we have a few conditions that you can consider if you want us to make make it happen.” 

 

Smith said: “If you have any conditions, just put forward, if it is within my function, I will do my best to 

protect, if it is outside my function, I will also do my best to fight for you!” 

 

Marven nodded and said, “First of all, I request your country to permanently exempt all goods produced 

by JX Pharmaceutical from tariffs.” 

 

Once Smith heard this, his head was as big as a bucket, and he said with great embarrassment, “Mr. Ye, 

this request of yours is really too difficult to achieve,” 

 



“The federal government cannot open such a big mouth to JX Pharmaceutical, because once this mouth 

is given out, JX Pharmaceutical can completely use its own company shell to produce or sell all kinds of 

goods to seek tariff reduction ……” 

 

Marven laughed: “You don’t have to worry about this, it can be limited to the regular drugs produced by 

JX Pharmaceutical as well as health products.” 

 

Smith’s heart has some drums, this kind of thing, he is certainly not qualified to decide, and even he can 

not even have a channel to mediate. 

 

However, once he thought that the White House is also extremely eager for this medicine, he felt that if 

this matter is reported to them, perhaps they can agree. 

 

Hearing this, Smith then said to Marven: “Mr. Ye, I can’t promise you this matter now, but I can find a 

way to fight for it.” 

 

When Marven heard this answer from him, it became clear in his heart. 

 

If Smith didn’t have the federal government behind him, he wouldn’t even have the ability to fight for 

this kind of thing. 

 

Since he said, find a way to fight for it, then the support behind him must be the federal government. 

 

So, Marven added: “In addition to that, I also ask the FDA to give the green light to all future drugs of JX 

Pharmaceutical,” 

 

“And I won’t make it difficult for you, so that you can just pass it in seconds without any testing, as long 

as you can give it a pass within a month of our submitting the application.” 

 

Smith felt that at this point he has this ability to decide directly, anyway, for the FDA on year to year, the 

release of drugs is countless, he does not care to give JX Pharmaceuticals a few places. 

 

So, he agreed on the spot and said, “This matter is no problem, Mr. Ye can feel at ease.” 

 

Marven nodded and added: “As for the third request, it is that you must immediately disclose the actual 

efficacy of JX Renewing Pills to the public, we need the FDA to come out to endorse JX Renewing Pills 

worldwide.” 

 

Smith did not think twice and said, “This is no problem, the only case of JX Renewing Pills in the United 

States is my son, I can put my son’s all the treatment process and results are all public.” 

 



Speaking of this, Smith with some embarrassment looked at Liang, pleaded: “Mr. Wei, you gave the box 

of JX Renewing pills, my son has eaten up, for the follow-up he has no medicine, so also have to ask you 

to provide some more ……” 

 

Liang pointed at Marven: “You have to communicate with Director Ye on this matter, everything will be 

decided by him.” 

 

Marven laughed and spoke, “Mr. Smith, the medicine is not impossible to give, but our principle is that 

no matter who and no matter which country’s drug supervision agency since they want the JX Renewing 

Pills, they have to pay.” 

 

Smith said awkwardly: “Mr. Ye, according to the routine, no matter what drug you want to market in the 

United States, you must submit a certain amount of drugs to the FDA, for drug testing…… this also has to 

pay, is not a little too unjustified ……” 

 

Marven waved his hand: “You said that are ordinary drugs, but with Renewing Pill, it is not.” 

 

Marven said with great certainty: “If it is our other drugs, I can completely follow your requirements and 

rules,” 

 

“Just like the JX Stomach Powder, I can even give you 10,000 boxes for you to take to do experiments, if 

it is not enough, it is okay to add another 10,000 boxes.” 

 

At this point, Marven turned his words and said seriously: “However, the JX Recycle Pill, this medicine, 

any country that wants to introduce it, must follow our rules!” 

 

“Otherwise, we would rather not go to that country to market and sell.” 

 

Smith said, “Mr. Ye, the U.S. market share is very large, if you give up the U.S. market because of such a 

small matter, with all due respect, isn’t your decision a bit too arbitrary?” 

 

“Arbitrary?” Marven laughed: “To be honest, this drug is limited by the production process, the current 

production is relatively scarce, so for us in the future we have no worries about selling, if it does not 

enter the U.S. market, it will only be your loss, not our!” 

 

After a pause, Marven added: “In your words how to say, oh yes, they say ‘We don’t care!” 
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This is somehow arrogant and foul way to say “We don’t care!” 

 

The reason why Marven chose this sentence to simply and brutally show attitude to Smith: In front of 

the JX Renewing pill, you still want to talk about your rules? 



 

You! Also! deserve! 

 

When Smith heard these words, he immediately understood Marven’s attitude completely. 

 

JX Renewing pill here, although it is a life-saving miracle medicine, but placed in front of the rules no one 

is above the law, yet, he seems to have the upper hand here. 

 

Plus it is scarce production, then it is, even more, everyone begging for it. 

 

In this case, everything is purely a seller’s market, the seller is the father. 

 

So, he could only say with an apologetic face: “Sorry Mr. Ye, just now I was improperly worded ……” 

 

After saying that, and hurried to indicate the attitude: “You do not worry, we are willing to pay you for 

the drug, just we don’t know the pricing?” 

 

Marven laughed: “Since you are the head of the FDA, then you should know that the development cost 

of many special drugs is very high, so its price is also very expensive ……” 

 

Speaking of this, Marven deliberately digressed and laughed: “By the way, I heard that FDA just 

approved a special effect drug some time ago, and it costs more than $2 million for one shot? Is there 

such a thing?” 

 

“Yes ……” Smith wiped a cold sweat, stammered, and said: “That drug is from Novartis, it is the 

treatment of pediatric spinal muscular atrophy.” 

 

Marven nodded and laughed: “Then our super-effective drug that can treat end-stage cancer, the price 

must not be too low, don’t you think so?” 

 

Smith said: “Mr. Ye, Novartis, the price of that drug, the reason why the price is very expensive, because 

it can be cured with a single injection” 

 

“…… JX Renewing Pill is, after all, a drug that needs to be taken for a long time, if the price is set too 

high, I’m afraid that no one can afford… …” 

 

Marven laughed: “Don’t you be afraid, we certainly can’t sell a box of medicine for more than 2 million 

dollars, that’s not bullsh!t?” 

 

Smith was slightly relieved. 

 

He was really afraid that Marven would ask for a lot of money. 



 

At this point he could not help but mutter in his heart: “Really a box for two million dollars, then in 

addition to the assets of more than billions of dollars of the top tycoons,” 

 

“No one can afford to eat, after all, a box of seven pills, one is $ 300,000, if a patient for a year has to 

take medicine it reaches to $ 100 million, it would be better to die… …” 

 

Marven spoke at this time: “I think, for this drug, simply a box for one million dollars, this price is quite 

appropriate.” 

 

Smith heard this, immediately collapsed, said off the cuff: “a million dollars a box, a year to 52 boxes …… 

that is to say, a year of treatment costs fifty-two million dollars, this …… this is too expensive ……” 

 

Marven spread his hands and said, “No way, our research and development costs are very high, the 

production costs are very high and limited,” 

 

“At the end of the year it may not be more than 100,000 boxes, selling a million a box, the annual sales 

of only one billion dollars, is it very high?” 

 

“For a western pharmaceutical company a single drug, a year sales can be more than ten billion dollars, 

so what about it?” 

 

Saying that, Marven said: “You have to understand, our Eastern traditional medicine, raw materials rely 

on a variety of natural resources, unlike your chemical pharmaceuticals,” 

 

“As long as the development of a molecular formula can be placed in the production line with the 

production of plastic cloth, it can go to mass production.” 
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JX Renewing pill, he really can not mass production, at least he is still far from that ability. 

 

After all, this medicine really relies on the blood dispersal heart saving pills, which he cannot just keep 

making at home getting bored. 

 

Therefore, even if he has the heart of hanging pots to help the world, he simply does not have the ability 

to save everyone. 

 

Because of this, the production of this medicine is bound to be limited. 

 

The reason why he made this medicine is also not to make money, but to help JX Pharmaceutical knock 

open the doors of the market in various countries. 

 



When Smith heard this, his heart immediately deduced: “The reason why JX Pharmaceutical could not 

mass-produce this drug must be because of its production process level is insufficient, resulting in 

limited stock produced!” 

 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly said, “Mr. Wei, Mr. Ye, I wonder if you two are interested in selling the 

patent of this drug to another pharmaceutical company?” 

 

When Marven heard this, he narrowed his eyes and looked at Smith. 

 

In his opinion, this old fox’s tail was finally about to be revealed. 

 

So, he said firmly: “Impossible, we will never sell this patent!” 

 

Smith said: “What if an American company can pay a huge buyout fee? For example, ten billion dollars 

or even more?” 

 

Marven still shook his head: “Not to mention ten billion, even if it is a hundred billion, trillion dollars, we 

will not sell.” 

 

The reason why Marven is not willing to sell, mainly because it is impossible to sell. 

 

The formula can be given to anyone at any time, but no one can produce it. 

 

If the other party can’t produce it, how can they be willing to pay the buyout fee? 

 

This is not the first time to snub Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals, anyway, when Kobayashi Ichiro attempted 

to rob the drug, he handed a fake one to his old father resulting in his death. 

 

If this is sold, it is a hundred billion dollars level of patent transactions, then the whole world will be 

shocked, if the other party getting the patent is found to be tricked, it is designated to become an 

international scandal. 

 

Smith also thought JX Pharmaceuticals is not willing to sell the patent, is purely self-congratulatory, so 

hurriedly advised: “Mr. Ye, when penicillin was discovered, it was also a revolutionary progress in the 

field of medicine,” 

 

“But you may not know, because the preparation of penicillin was extremely difficult, so the production 

capacity of penicillin had been unable to raise,” 

 

“Several large laboratories made painstaking efforts to get the strain of penicillin, together, it was not 

enough to treat a person, so it was not enough to serve all the human demands.” 

 



Speaking of this, Smith gave a slight beating and added: “However, in the following years, under the 

efforts of various pharmaceutical experts, chemical experts, as well as biological experts, the production 

process of penicillin, was continuously optimized,” 

 

“And also achieved a step-by-step development from extremely low production to excess capacity, thus 

benefiting all mankind.” 

 

“With all due respect, I think that JX Pharmaceuticals is like the team that discovered penicillin in the 

first place, and although they discovered the drug, they are not able to mass-produce it.” 

 

“But our industry, pharmaceuticals, and chemical base are among the best in the world! If we can be 

allowed to develop based on this formula, we may be able to achieve mass production in a few years!” 

 

“When the time comes, we join hands together to benefit all mankind, isn’t that a great thing?” 

 

Marven was amused by him, said cheerfully: “Mr. Smith, I found that you are really good, discerning, far-

sighted! No wonder a man like you can be the head of FDA! This realm alone is remarkable!” 

 

Smith thought that Marven was really moved by him, so he said with a smile, “Mr. Ye is kind, I am not 

really far-sighted, I just want to benefit all mankind as much as possible.” 

 

Marven nodded with a solemn face and said, “Mr. Smith, a drug to treat cancer, how much more it can 

benefit, it can only benefit tens of millions of people ……” 
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Speaking of this, Marven turned his words and said seriously, “But, since your scientific research base is 

so strong, why not study and research how to synthesize oil cheaply and in large quantities?” 

 

“If you can reduce the manufacturing cost of each barrel of oil to one dollar, a year to produce it a five, 

six, seven, eight hundred billion barrels, then you not only solve the global energy crisis,” 

 

“You don’t have to send troops to the Middle East for a number of reasons. Is that not really benefiting 

more than seven billion people around the world?” 

 

Smith heard these words, embarrassed all over the prickly scratch. 

 

He found that he knew that Marven was bullsh!tting, knew that he was sarcastic, ridiculing him, but he 

had no way to refute him. 

 

Because no matter how he refuted, it seems to be hitting his face. 

 



He could not help but feel in his heart: “Da*n, you are really fcuking detrimental, really good material 

for dry operations …… I pride myself on my clever tongue, but I am surprised that you are sarcastic 

enough to make me speechless ……” 

 

In desperation, Smith could only ask Marven: “Mr. Ye, if we decide at this stage to introduce the JX 

Renewing Pills at a price of one million dollars a box, how many boxes of the medicine can you provide 

us?” 

 

Marven waved his hand: “The price can’t be that low right now, if you want to introduce it, you have to 

get it for 5 million dollars a box, and we can give you 20 boxes at a time.” 

 

Smith almost spit blood, subconsciously asked: “Mr. Ye, did not you just say that it will not be more 

expensive than the Novartis drug? This is already three million more expensive that it!” 

 

Marven laughed: “The price of one million dollars is the pricing after the official launch, I always say one 

thing, at the official launch, if the pricing exceeds one million dollars, we will give you the patent for 

free, but at this stage, the price is five million a box, no negotiation.” 

 

Smith has now figured out that since JX Pharmaceutical is not willing to sell the patent, his task now is to 

get as many JX Renewing Pills back as possible.” 

 

“On the one hand, so that his son can have a medicine, on the other hand, the pharmaceutical 

companies back in the country can start deciphering secretly the formula. 

 

Once the formula is conquered, directly start mass production in a third country, JX Pharmaceutical 

absolutely even can cry no tears. 

 

So, he then opened his mouth and said, “Mr. Wei, Mr. Ye, I will sort out all your requests, as soon as 

possible to the FDA committee, as well as the parliamentary assembly for review, any results, I will give 

you two the feedback first!” 

 

Liang thought of Marven since he asked him to put up a stance, so he knocked on the table and spoke, 

“Mr. Smith, let all those people in your country get it done faster, we don’t have that much patience to 

wait that long.” 

 

Smith hurriedly nodded: “Please rest assured, I will do this as soon as possible!” 

 

After verbally agreeing to a series of harsh terms proposed by Marven, Liang took the initiative to end 

the meal, and Orvel immediately sent someone to send Smith back to the Shangri-La Hotel. 

 

As soon as Smith left, Liang asked Marven impatiently, “Master Ye, Smith is so desperate to get the JX 

Renewing Pill, I think it’s not just for his son, there are probably other intentions!” 



 

Marven smiled faintly and said, “I don’t need to think about it to know that they must be planning to 

decipher the formula of JX Renewing Pill and find a way to imitate it.” 

 

Liang also said with a look of approval, “I think so! This gang is really underhanded!” 

 

Marven did not care and said, “It’s okay, let them research, even if they put the entire GDP of the world 

into it, it is impossible to crack the production process of JX Renewing Pills, only a waste of research and 

development funds.” 

 

After that, Marven added: “Next, you don’t need to dock with them anymore, go all out to promote the 

marketing of our conventional drugs in countries around the world, now that we have the best door 

knocker in our hands, I believe no country will reject us.” 

 

Liang said excitedly, “Master Ye don’t worry, I will do my best!” 

 

…… 
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At this time, Smith, as soon as he returned to the Shangri-La Hotel, he immediately talked to the head of 

the Ministry of Health and reported in detail the progress of his side. 

 

Marven’s several conditions, although very harsh for the United States of America, but not impossible to 

agree. 

 

Therefore, after a simple consultation, they immediately agreed to all of Marven’s requests, including 

the reduction of tariffs on all drugs and health products, as well as the endorsement of JX 

Pharmaceutical, etc. 

 

As for the introduction of JX Renewing pills in the early stage, a box costs a huge amount of five million 

dollars, the White House also agreed without much thought. 

 

After all, they are thinking of cracking and optimizing the formula to further enhance their international 

influence, and then start producing it in India and let them take the blame and earn a profit from drugs 

along the way. 

 

So such a small investment for them, but a drop in the bucket. 

 

So, that afternoon, JX Pharmaceuticals received $100 million from the FDA. 

 



Immediately afterwards, the Mayo Center in the United States announced a piece of big news to the 

world: a drug company from China had produced a super-effective drug that could treat all types of end-

stage cancer! 

 

With the announcement of Jimmy’s treatment, the Mayo Center declared to the world that the drug has 

an unprecedented therapeutic effect on terminal cancer and may completely rewrite the history of 

cancer treatment! 

 

This news went through the Mayo Center and firstly ignited the experts in the field of cancer worldwide. 

 

The results of Jimmy’s treatment in just one night clearly showed the powerful therapeutic effect of JX 

Renewing Pills on end-stage cancer. 

 

Therefore, no one suspected any falsification of the content released by the Mayo Center. 

 

Immediately afterward, the news continued to ferment through the media, making the whole world 

rejoice! 

 

The words “JX Pharmaceutical” also instantly caught fire all over the world! 

 

In a flash, almost all countries’ drug regulatory agencies took the initiative to send invitations to JX 

Pharmaceutical. 

 

Inviting them to enter their markets as soon as possible with deep feelings, and also agreed to give the 

green light to all processes. 

 

Liang, under the authorization of Marven, immediately through the official channels of JX 

Pharmaceutical, openly said to the world: 

 

JX Renewing Pill is still in a very difficult stage of preparation of small quantities, and has not yet finished 

clinical trials and process reform, so the time for it to be marketed worldwide can not be predicted for 

the time being, and is not optimistic, the time point maybe a few years, or even decades. 

 

Marven hopes that the world knows JX Pharmaceutical through JX Renewing Pill, and significantly 

increase their recognition of JX Pharmaceutical. 

 

But he does not hope that the world will pin its hopes on the JX Renewing Pill. 

 

After all, this is a difficult or even almost impossible to produce medicine, if the world is hoping that JX 

Renewing pill to change the fate of every cancer patient, this is destined to be unrealistic. 

 



Although JX Pharmaceutical came out and threw a pot of cold water on the world, everyone still has 

expectations for JX Pharmaceutical as a company. 

 

Many people even compared JX Pharmaceuticals to the light of humanity, believing that since they could 

develop such a drug, they would definitely be able to break the final shackles. 

 

For a time, JX Pharmaceutical’s global popularity was even higher than those of the world’s top 

pharmaceutical companies. 

 

Marven also very much abide by the agreement, sent twenty boxes of JX Renewing pills to Smith’s 

hands. 

 

Smith, who got the JX Renewing Pills, was excited with tears. 

 

After that, he immediately called the Minister of Health and said to him, “I’ve got twenty boxes of JX 

Renewing Pills and am ready to book the earliest flight back to the United States immediately!” 

 

“Don’t be in a hurry!” The other party immediately said, “Now that you are in possession of such an 

important medicine, you absolutely can’t come back on a civilian airliner, it’s too unsafe!” 

 

“I will contact now to see which American pharmaceutical company has a private plane in the Chinese 

branch, if there is one, I will make a requisition immediately and send you back safely.” 

 

Soon, he requisitioned a private plane from the hands of the well-known pharmaceutical company 

Mercer. 

 

The plane was on standby in Orgeyon, and after it was requisitioned, it immediately flew to Wrestvel, 

ready to send Smith back home. 

 

Smith will be having twenty boxes of JX Renewing pills, with tape tied to the waist, and only then boldly 

boarded the plane to the United States. 

 

And at this time, in the United States several top pharmaceutical groups, pharmaceutical laboratory 

experts, have all gathered in a secret laboratory in Washington. 

 

They are all standing by, waiting for Smith to bring back the JX Renewing pill, then the first time to start 

cracking the formula! 
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After a 12-hour flight, Smith finally returned to Washington. 

 



Interestingly, the plane he was on, did not, land at the Washington airport, but was guided all the way 

by air traffic controllers to a military airport on the outskirts of the city. 

 

The reason why his plane was guided to land at a military airport was that the 20 boxes of JX Renewing 

pills he carried were more than priceless in the eyes of everyone involved here. 

 

And might even be a great killing weapon for international competition in times of peace. 

 

After the plane landed, it was immediately led by a ground guidance vehicle to a military hangar 

specifically used to park bombers. 

 

The hangar was completely emptied at this time, and nearly a hundred people were here, having waited 

for a long time. 

 

Among these people, there are the heads of the military, but also the top health department, as well as 

the heads of the major laboratories and the experimental teams of several top pharmaceutical 

companies. 

 

In addition to this there are some men in suits with serious expressions, in Smith’s experience, these 

should be CIA agents. 

 

Smith simply did not expect his return this time will face such a crowd of important people. 

 

The moment the aircraft hatch opened, not waiting for him to regain consciousness, they immediately 

rushed up a number of soldiers, these soldiers once on the plane, immediately ordered: 

 

“All bring your belongings immediately and line up to get off the plane, this aircraft will go through a full 

inspection, if you have on your body, or in the plane hidden any sensitive items, we will deal with it 

seriously! “ 

 

Smith said awkwardly, “You are not afraid that we will smuggle some contraband back to our country, 

right?” 

 

The soldier said coldly, “Mr. Smith, you must make sure that every box and every JX Renewing pill is 

intact in your possession.” 

 

Smith instantly understood the motive of these soldiers. 

 

They were afraid that he had hidden the JX Renewing pills, that they would leave them on the plane, or 

leave them with the crew and pass them on to other countries in the future. 

 



It’s no wonder they were overly sensitive, after all, in their opinion, the value of the Renewing pills was 

too big to be measured, and they had to be cautious. 

 

Smith had to lift his own clothes and light up the 20 boxes of JX Renewing pills wrapped around his 

waist, and spoke, “Please rest assured that I carry all the medicine close to me.” 

 

The soldier nodded, still expressionless, and said, “It’s best.” 

 

Soon, Smith was accompanied by the soldier out of the cabin. 

 

At this moment, Health Minister Rogers walked over with great strides and said with great excitement, 

“Smith, you are finally back!” 

 

Smith said awkwardly, “Why did you guys make such a big show?” 

 

Rogers laughed: “Ever since I heard you say that JX Pharmaceutical itself has not found the mass 

production process of JX Renewing Pills, the White House has been paying immense attention to this 

matter!” 

 

Saying that he further added: “Think about it, if they have not been able to break through this limit, then 

this drug can not really be produced with a check and balance in the international arena,” 

 

“If we can break through this limit, then this drug in our hands, can play a huge role!” 

 

Smith nodded and said, “I’ve brought back the medicine, you guys can take it if you want to study it, but 

I want ten boxes to take to my son to cure his illness!” 

 

“Ten boxes?” Roger frowned and blurted out, “Smith, you should know that this money came from our 

Ministry of Health, ten boxes is 50 million dollars! If you just take it away, how am I supposed to report 

it to my superiors?” 

 

Smith suddenly tensed up and questioned, “Then what do you mean? My son is still waiting for his life 

to be saved!” 

 

Seeing that he was very nervous, Rogers hurriedly laughed and said, “Oh, don’t be so sensitive and 

nervous, what I mean is that your son only needs one pill a day according to the normal dosage, and 

four boxes will be enough for him to take for a month.” 

 

Said, Rogers patted Smith’s shoulder, and added: “With our ability in pharmacy, perhaps, in a month’s 

time we will have achieved a complete imitation, at that time I will personally bring a hundred boxes to 

your home!” 

 



Smith immediately shouted emotionally, “No! What if you don’t achieve it in a month’s time? Do I have 

to continue to watch my son wait for his death? I don’t care about anything else, I want 10 boxes of this 

batch of medicine, not even one box less!” 

 

Saying that he said: “You do not think I do not understand pharmacology, really want to figure out what 

is the formula inside this drug, do not need a large number of drugs as samples, each experimental team 

as long as they can share a two or three, it is enough for them to do a long experiment!” 

 

“Ten boxes is seventy pills, absolutely enough for you!” 
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Roger sighed helplessly and whispered to Smith: “Think about it, since the Mayo Center released all the 

information about your son’s treatment, how excited and thrilled cancer patients around the world 

are!” 

 

“And think about it, there are so many cancer patients now, those dignitaries in the White House, who 

do not have one or two cancer patients in their friends and family?” 

 

“They are all looking forward to this batch of drugs coming in! I’ve been trying to get four boxes of 

medicine for your son!” 

 

Smith suddenly looked dumbfounded. 

 

He already understood the meaning of Roger’s words. 

 

And it was well understood. 

 

Like he said, who has a friend or relative who doesn’t have a cancer patient or two? 

 

If it’s a distant relative, it’s fine, but if it’s a close relative, who doesn’t want to save them as much as 

they can? 

 

Now the 20 boxes of JX Renewing pills have become their greatest expectation, I’m afraid. 

 

Thinking of this, Smith could only compromise and said to Roger, “You must urge them, so that they can 

crack this medicine with the fastest speed!” 

 

“Don’t worry.” Rogers nodded and said, “This matter is now supervised by me, from now on, all my 

energy is on this matter.” 

 

Smith nodded, took off the JX Renewing Pills from his body, and spoke, “Give you sixteen boxes, and I’ll 

take the rest to the hospital for my son.” 



 

Rogers shook his head and said seriously, “Smith, the White House envoy has said that all the teams that 

developed this medicine and all the patients who need to be treated with this medicine must be 

centralized and supervised by the military.” 

 

“That means you must take your son to the laboratory provided by the military,” 

 

“The drug will also be closely guarded by the military, and it will be fed to your son by a doctor 

designated by the military when taking the drug every day.” 

 

Smith asked, dumbfounded, “Is this …… not so strict?” 

 

“That’s not all!” Rogers said again: “When your son first took this drug, the White House did not know, 

so it did not collect your son’s excremental data in time,” 

 

“So from now on, any patient taking the drug, his/her excrement will be collected by the military, no 

leakage, all in accordance with the highest biosecurity level of strict control!” 

 

Said, Rogers whispered in his ear: “You know, any drug can not be completely absorbed by the human 

body, in case the excrement carries the active ingredients,” 

 

“Leaking out is the risk, we must strictly guard before the JX Pharmaceuticals themselves have not 

officially put this drug on the market!” 

 

“Never let a second country have the same opportunity!” 

 

Soon, all of them, including Smith, took military vehicles and headed to the top labs that had been 

prepared long ago. 

 

This place has been taken over by the military, taking the most strict control means to manage. 

 

Smith’s son, too, was picked up from the Mayo Center and sent directly here. 

 

In addition to him, four other patients with very strong connections were also sent in. 

 

The military set up a special medical team dedicated to the treatment of these five patients. 

 

At the same time, there was an all-round filming team used to track and record all the details of these 

five patients after they took the medicine. 

 

To Smith’s relief, his son finally took the JX Renewing pills he brought back. 

 



Miracles still continue to occur. 

 

After his son took the medicine, all the indicators of his body were improving and healing at a rate 

visible to the naked eye. 

 

For the other four patients, the situation was even better than Smith’s son. 

 

Because none of them had taken the JX Renewing Pill yet, they were able to clearly feel the unparalleled 

medicinal effects just after taking it. 

 

All the relevant data made the researchers here excited, because they witnessed the strength of the JX 

Renewing Pill, which made them impatient to conquer this medicine. 
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Multiple teams, at the same time, began to conduct in-depth research on the pills. 

 

In this world, the top pharmaceutical experts and related equipment are almost all concentrated here. 

 

Different teams used different methods to study the ingredients and soon came to a unified conclusion. 

 

That is: JX Renewing pill, belong to the pure natural plant ingredients, not artificially synthesized, or 

some kind of hormone, or some new chemical products. 

 

Getting this conclusion, everyone was very, very surprised. 

 

Because they never thought that a purely natural plant ingredient could have such a powerful curative 

effect on cancer. 

 

But right now, the results of their research on JX Renewing Pills are precisely so anti-scientific. 

 

In their opinion, to treat cancer, it is necessary to develop chemical drugs with extremely complex 

ingredients. 

 

Just as there is indeed a natural anti-cancer drug inside cancer, called paclitaxel, although extracted 

from the purple shirt, but also must be chemically refined and concentrated, nearly thirty pounds of 

purple shirt bark, in order to extract a gram of the effective substance! 

 

Moreover, if the patient directly chews thirty pounds of yew bark, it is certainly useless. 

 

In a way, the treatment of anti-cancer drugs, just like building an atomic bomb, must be concentrated to 

a certain percentage of radioactive raw materials before it can succeed. 

 



And there is no way that such a high concentration of radioactive material can exist in nature. 

 

The only possibility is to continuously purify and concentrate it through centrifuges, and only use it after 

reaching a weapons-grade concentration. 

 

However, when they found out that the JX Recycle Pills were all purely natural plant ingredients, it gave 

them the feeling that it was as if someone had used a bunch of flowers and plants to create a 200,000-

ton TNT equivalent atomic bomb. 

 

If they hadn’t seen it with their own eyes, it would have sounded like a nightmare from heaven. 

 

This time, it confused all those top experts. 

 

They even speculated whether these natural plant ingredients would undergo some kind of chemical 

reaction in the patient’s body that was beyond their scope to know. 

 

So, the teams quickly began to reverse the research and development. 

 

They labeled all the raw materials they analyzed, and then bought a whole bunch of them as fast as they 

could and shipped them to the lab. 

 

Immediately afterward, there were all kinds of experiments and trials. 

 

Since they did have a strong scientific research base, within no more than 24 hours, one of their teams 

had found a formula that was almost identical to the JX Recycle Pill! 

 

Once the news came out, the whole lab was overjoyed. 

 

Roger immediately asked the team to take the reverse-developed drug and give it to the patients for the 

trial. 

 

Originally they were going to at least try the lethal dose of this drug on mice first, and then see what 

adverse reactions there would be. 

 

But time is urgent, plus for these drugs are pure natural ingredients, side effects are also very 

controllable, so Rogers did not think twice to decide, directly asked to start clinical trials. 

 

The crowd will include Smith’s son, including the five patients, are gathered together, to focus on 

feeding drugs. 

 

Smith also excited to participate in it, at this time, he, like other doctors, one and all are also excited and 

full of confidence. 



 

After all, in their view, a drug, if they can achieve almost identical ingredients and ratios, it can be said to 

be an exact copy of the exact same thing. 

 

The ingredients are the same, the measurements are the same, the ratios are the same, and then the 

effect must be the same. 

 

Seeing five patients have taken the trial drug, Rogers confidently, with excitement and contempt said to 

Smith: 

 

“I tell you, this thing, just like the Soviet MiG 25 fighter, you did not take it apart before, you can not 

fcuking understand how the Soviets can actually take a fighter, to three times the speed of sound,” 

 

“To make it fly faster than the missile You even thought for a moment that they had some kind of top 

new material, even alien material.” 

 

“But when you actually get a MiG 25, after taking it apart, you realize that there is no fcuking new 

material, just a lot of stainless steel, without any technical content ……” 
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Saying that Roger continued: “Same with this drug, just like the MiG 25, I thought there would be some 

complex chemical composition,” 

 

“I did not expect all natural plant ingredients, I have participated in a lot of reverse R & D in my life, 

developed so quickly. For the first time! It’s really interesting!” 

 

In fact, it is not difficult to reverse develop a drug. 

 

Like a lot of cancer drugs, many small pharmaceutical companies are able to easily imitate out, and the 

efficacy of almost no difference. 

 

This is because, as long as the mastery of the molecular formula is ensured, reverse development of the 

synthesis method is easy and there can never be a problem. 

 

It is like someone preparing hydrogen by electrolysis of water, and someone preparing hydrogen by 

reaction of aluminum and acid, although the methods are totally different, but the hydrogen obtained 

has the molecular formula of H2. 

 

And there will never be any difference between the hydrogen prepared by these two methods. 

 



The fundamental reason why generic drugs are not copied in many countries is, since they are so simple, 

and everyone must abide by the rules of international patents, but some have lost control and some 

even turn a blid eye so as to ensure supply for local consumption. 

 

Therefore, in a country like India, their generic drugs, in theory, can only be sold in India itself, patients 

in other countries want to buy, only through some more gray special way, as direct exports mean 

breaking the international patent laws. 

 

Some Chinese medicines, although they do not have any special chemical composition, its botanical 

composition is also clear in front of professional analytical equipment, so they cannot withstand reverse 

R&D by others either. 

 

The way to protect these medicines from being reversed is to register patents early. 

 

Same could be the case with JX Renewing Pill. 

 

It is because it is very simple to reverse up, so these researchers, in the shortest possible time are able 

to make JX Renewing pill. 

 

At this time, Smith stroked his chin and spoke: “I have also dealt with drugs in the FDA for half a lifetime, 

I really do not understand, if only plant ingredients, how can they have such a good effect?” 

 

Rogers shrugged his shoulders, spread his hands and said, “That only God knows, and we, only need to 

know its production process as well as the actual effect, do not need to know its actual principle,” 

 

“Many things in this world are unable to be understood, don’t know what the principle is, just like the 

Oriental people often say metaphysics, you simply can not fcuking understand.” 

 

By this time, five patients, two minutes into their medication. 

 

A large number of doctors were surrounding them, constantly monitoring their various physical 

indicators, while also constantly asking them about their specific feelings after taking the medicine. 

 

However, two minutes had passed, although their blood pressure, heart rate and other indicators had 

slightly improved, and the patients themselves could detect a certain sense of strength, but none of 

their tumor indicators had any substantial changes. 

 

That is to say, these medicines into the patients’ stomachs, except for making the patients feel a certain 

boost in physical strength, had no therapeutic effect on cancer at all. 

 

This is completely different from how they behaved yesterday when they took the genuine JX Renewing 

Pills. 



 

Yesterday, these doctors witnessed the obvious changes in the tumors in their bodies. 

 

But today, they did not capture anything. 

 

After waiting for ten minutes, everything still didn’t progress, Roger couldn’t help but frown: “Is there 

something wrong with the medicine we reverse out? Are there still some differences in the ingredients 

and formula?” 

 

“No.” The head of the team that first reversed this drug said very seriously: “We have even made the 

precision accurate to the microgram level, molecular level, to a level where no difference can be seen at 

all, almost identical!” 

 

The heads of the other teams also agreed, saying that they had also done research on the medicine that 

came out in reverse, as well as comparing it with the JX Renewing Pill, and could no longer see any 

differences. 

 

However, the exact same thing, the patient taking it just did not have any therapeutic effect, this is 

really too unbelievable. 

 

Half an hour passed, and five patients still did not find any therapeutic effect. 

 

Disappointed, Roger opened his mouth and said, “Give the patients the JX Renewing Pills and see!” 

 

The doctors immediately started, giving the patients a second JX pill instead. 

 

The face-punching situation immediately appeared. 

 

When all the patients took the genuine JX Renewing Pills, the cancer-related indicators were once again 

significantly optimized! 

 

This proved that the JX Renewing Pills, when taken, immediately had a definite therapeutic effect on the 

tumor! 

 

This made a whole lot of people even more handicapped. 

 

Rogers cursed furiously, “This is un-fc-uking-believable!” 

 

“This is like they made a pizza with wheat, cheese, vegetables, mushrooms and tomato sauce, and it 

turns out that the pizza not only fills your fcuking stomach, but it also cures fcuking cancer!” 

 



“And we use the same wheat, the same cheese, the same vegetables, the same mushrooms, and the 

same tomato sauce, and then use the same recipe process to make the exact same pizza, and it doesn’t 

do sh!t except fill up your fcuking stomach!” 

 

“It’s fcuking …… unscientific!” 

 

 


